
President 9.08.18
UN Security Council
New York

Dear Mr/Ms President:
RE: UNESCO reform vital for civilization

I appeal to you with a proposal aimed at settling the present General Ideological Crisis now threatening 
the very existence of humankind.  The background of my proposal is as follows.  

I am an independent researcher, PhD, an Israeli citizen, near 83. In the course of my almost 40-year-
long research in exact sciences and humanities, I have achieved the following:
(1) reformed modern Theoretical Physics;
(2) found the true interpretation of the General System Theory;
(3) created the frameworks of the true sciences of Politics and Economics;
(4) worked out the methodology of the reform of modern science in general including humanities. 
In my opinion these results, not officially recognized yet, amount to a turning point in the history of 
science and civilization. 

The above results have encouraged and enabled me to start settling the above general crisis. To that 
end, it would be necessary to reform modern science, philosophy and religion. To proceed with that 
mission, I need a small institution to coordinate and guide the reform worldwide.  Seeking support for 
my mission, I have repeatedly appealed to UNESCO, scientific and social organizations but in vain. 

The main reason for that failure was the corruption and conservatism of modern scientific 
establishment. That common adversary, anti-reform environment in Europe and Israel was greatly 
worsened for me by the fact that, since my immigration in Israel in 1992, Russian security agents had 
started an omnipresent secret war against me, conspiring against me with their local counterparts and 
preventing me from getting any promising contact with the scientific community.  

The best solution to the above problem would be to commit UNESCO to that my mission.  Now, 
without such an organizing and enlightening head, civilization is in a dangerous disarray, similar to that 
of the 1930s. So, for civilization to survive, UNESCO should be thoroughly reorganized and commited 
to the task of becoming a supervising, instructing, organizing and enlightening mind of the world.  
 
In this connection would you please recommend the UN to reorganize UNESCO along the above lines,  
creating meanwhile a new UNESCO department (or a separate institute) under my direction, for two 
years at least, committed to my above mission. More information on the matter is enclosed.  

Yours sincerely,
Igor Makarov, PhD, Independent Researcher
P.O. Box 461, Haifa 31003, Israel 
Tel/fax: +972 (0)4 822 1997; phone: +972 (0)54 785 6170
Email: reformach110@gmail.com  

Enclosure: 
(1) my research in physics::http://kvisit.com/S2uuZAQ; 
(2) its abstract: http://kvisit.com/ShZO9AQ;  
(3) my research in humanities: http://kvisit.com/So_rUAQ;   
(4) my CV: http://kvisit.com/SlZHRAQ;  my photo (2016): http://kvisit.com/SmsbzAw. 
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